Pet Bed

PURPOSE:
To provide a soft and comfortable place for our shelter pets to sleep.

TIME FRAME:
45 minutes - 1 hour (not including shopping/gathering supplies)
*1.5 service hours granted per bed

MATERIALS NEEDED:
• Fleece fabric large enough to cut out 24 x 24" and/or 36 x 36" squares
  (different sizes of bed for different sizes of pets)
• Scissors
• Polyfill stuffing

Step 1:
Prep fabric by cutting into two appropriately sized squares.
Step 2:
Place these two pieces of the same size fabric squares on top of each other.

Step 3:
Cut 3 inch strips about ½ inch – 1 inch apart from one another, along all four sides of the fabric, creating something similar to fringe.
Step 4:
Once all sides have strips cut, tie the top and bottom strips together in a double knot. Continue until three sides of the square are tied together.

Step 5:
Using the side of the fabric that has been left open/untied, stuff the inside with enough polyfill to create an evenly cushioned surface.

Step 6:
Continue to tie the top and bottom fabric strips together, until all sides are tightly knotted. Pet bed is now complete!